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A Concise Compendium of
Contemporary Critical Terms
Kari Meyers Skredsvig
Gilda Pacheco Acuña

A Concise Compendium of Contemporary Critical Terms
is the result of a dynamic process of choosing, analyzing,
defining and clarifying terms which are from or relate to the
field of literature.

ISBN: 9789968466509
Año: 2017

Anthologies of Economic
Doctrines. Volume II

Lic. Rodrigo Facio Brenes (q. d. D. g.)
Federico Vargas Peralta
Carlos Palma Rodríguez
(Revisión y notas bibliográficas)
A compilation of twenty writings by eighteen different
economists from William Senior to the Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). It includes a
brief biography of each author to help better understand the
circumstances under which each piece was written.
ISBN: 9789968465786
Año: 2016

8

Tightening the Screws
A Guide to Write Final Papers in
Mechanical Engineering Career
Juan Gabriel Monge Gapper
An educational guide on how to prepare a final graduation
project proposal in the area of engineering. This is a concise,
practical source on how to select the basic organization and
format of the final report. Additionally, it includes a useful
LaTeX template to help create the layout of these documents
(final projects, reports and related texts).

ISBN: 9789968465892
Año: 2016

Costa Rican Contemporary Art
Ana Mercedes González Kreysa

This is a critical essay about Costa Rican visual arts from
the second half of the 20th century to the beginning of the
21st century. For this, a detailed study was conducted
to analyze political and cultural events that produced the
contemporaneity in art at that time.

ISBN: 9789968466158
Año: 2016

9

Calculus in Several Variables.
Guidelines for Students

Juan Félix Ávila Herrera

This text helps students to face challenges in a course of
calculus in several variables through a simple and direct
approach. The aim is to empower students with necessary
tools to appropriately perform during their courses or
examinations.

ISBN 9789968466295
Año: 2017

Eunice Odio’s Letters to Rodolfo
Jorge Chen Sham (Editor)

This book compiles and edits preserved letters Eunice Odio
wrote to Rodolfo Sanabria. The biographical interest of this
corpus goes beyond the private sphere to configure a neater
image of the poet’s artistic thought, as well as her most
intimate affects and convictions.

ISBN 9789968466288
Año: 2017

10

Married with a Legend. Don Pepe
Henrietta Boggs

This novel tells the story of a young American girl who travels
to Costa Rica and marries a coffee farmer, who is later exiled
for criticizing the government over the radio. After two years
spent travelling Central America and Mexico, the couple
returns to Costa Rica, at which time the violence erupts that
leads to taking up arms and, eventually, to the revolution. As
a result, the coffee farmer becomes president and governs
the country with the support of his Cabinet. However, after
implementing big reforms, he renounces civil life, but his wife
chooses not to follow him.
ISBN: 9789968465601
Año: 2016

China: Building an Empire
Journal of the History of Culture Series
Erika Gólcher Barguil

All along its history, China has remained as a world power;
for this reason, it has a crucial role in the international system.
In light of this, we expectantly witness the building of this
empire, the leader of the global economy, in the 21st century.

ISBN 9789968466257
Año: 2016

11

China and the New Western
Geopolitical Game

Patricia Rodríguez Hölkemeyer

This book details the scope and limitations of the geopolitical
game imposed by the United States and its allies through the
training and infiltration of activist networks in countries that
do not act in accordance with their “values” and “interests”.

ISBN 9789968465649
Año: 2016

Clientelism, Political Parties, and Foreign
Affairs in Costa Rica (1940-1990)
Carlos Humberto Cascante Segura

This text constitutes an analysis of the relationship between
Costa Rican foreign service and the dominant political parties
from 1940-1990. It concludes that foreign service was used
by the parties to strengthen electoral support and obtain
victories during the elections.

ISBN: 9789968466097
Año: 2016

12

Leather Engraving
Intaglio Printing with Leather Plates
Salomón Isaac Chaves Badilla
This book proposes a new technique for non-toxic gravure.
It explores the use of animal hide to create printing plates
for impression on paper, thereby creating multiple copies of
artistic works.

ISBN: 9789968465861
Año: 2016

When the Sugarcane Flower Sings
Alberto Hámer Salazar Rodríguez

Cuando canta el verolís is a work that recognizes the
historic, economic and social heritage of several Costa Rican
generations, involved in the sugar cane cultivation, sugar
cane mills, illegal handmade liquor, and Rural Fiscal Police.

ISBN 9789968466332
Año: 2017

13

Dark Latitudes: Mapping Gothic
Sites and Mediums

Ilse Marie Bussing López
Anthony López Get
(Editors)

This two-volume book, consisting of Dark Latitudes:
Mapping Gothic Sites and Mediums (articles in English) and
Oscuras latitudes: una cartografía de los estudios góticos
(articles in Spanish), covers everything gothic from different
perspectives.
ISBN 9789968466073
Año: 2016

Behind the Shadows
José Sánchez Jiménez

The American Indian, xenophobia, identity, love, nature and
art are all woven together in a series of short stories about the
pre-Columbian world.

ISBN: 9789968465991
Año: 2016

14

Pre-Columbian Design in Costa Rica
Analysis of Stone and Pottery
Objects of the National Museum
Henry Vargas Benavides
This text analyzes the pre-Columbian structures found in
Costa Rica’s three archaeological regions in terms of their
size, mythical characteristics, pigmentation techniques and ISBN: 9789968465588
Año: 2015
other aspects, and compares them to those found in other
areas of old America.

The Impact of the Independence in Central
America (1760-1840). An Interpretation
from the Global History Perspective
David Díaz Arias
Ronny José Viales Hurtado

This work explores the economic transformations that have
taken place in Central America during the Independence
conjuncture.

ISBN: 9789968466219
Año: 2016

15

Islam and its Contemporary
Socio-Political Manifestations
A Brief Introduction
Serie Cuadernos de Historia de la Cultura
Sergio I. Moya Mena

ISBN: 9789968465939

This text provides an introduction to the fundamental beliefs
of Islam, such as Jihad and Sharia, as well as how it relates
to other religions and more. It also describes the principal
political expressions of contemporary Islam such as Islamism,
Salafism, Jihadism and Reformism.

Año: 2016

Rodrigo Facio’s Juridical Thought
Alex Solís Fallas

This book analyses Rodrigo Facio Brenes’ juridical thought.
The analysis examines his juridical and political evaluations
on the human person, society, and State, as well as their
implications for the concept of constitutional, democratic,
and social State of law that the Costa Rican Constitution
consecrates.

ISBN: 9789968466240
Año: 2017

16

Emilia Prieto Tugores.
Selected Essays (1930-1975)

Mercedes María
Flores González (Compiladora)

This text offers a preliminary overview of Emilia Prieto Tugores’
prolific production of essays. The selected essays present
an exquisite reflective activity on the various expressions of
artistic creation, and on different political and cultural tasks
happened in the turbulent Western context of her time.

ISBN: 9789968465960
Año: 2017

Esthetics of the Edge
Artistic Practices and Violence against Women
in Latin America Cultural Identity Collection
Claudia Mandel Katz
The purpose of this book is to analyze, from the perspective
of feminist aesthetic theory, a corpus of visual productions
that denounce violence against women by exploring the
construction of a female subject as an aesthetic political
practice that seeks to subvert patriarchal violence.

ISBN: 9789968465984
Año: 2016

17

Evaluation: A Theoretical and
Methodological Introduction
Reinhard Stockmann
Wolfgang Meyer

In recent years, the topic of evaluation has gained importance
and has become a fundamental element in modern life by
attempting to guarantee rationality in politics and awarenessbuilding among citizens, especially in terms of public
institutions and civil society, which should contribute both
to controlling government measures and to mediating the
ISBN: 9789968464895 contradictory interests of politicians and citizens.
Año: 2016

Ghosts in Old Age
Reflections for Old People
Luis Arocena Pildain
“Fantasmas en la tercera edad” was written for the elderly
who have opted to live life and not fall prematurely into the
“death” trap, shrouded in a cloud of self-pity and depression.

ISBN: 9789968465953
Año: 2016

18

Happy New Year, Chaves Chaves

Alberto Cañas Escalante (q. d. D. g.)

With the irony and subtle humor that characterized Alberto
Cañas, this short story reflects on the importance of the
insignificant, describing the New Year’s celebration of two
recluses. The succession of characters and stories, as
diverse as they are interesting, reflect a Costa Rica in social
transformation of which Cañas was witness and chronicler,
critic and admirer.

ISBN: 9789968465847
Año: 2016

Physics I.
I Want to Learn
Mario Llosent Rescia
An introduction to the study of physics, this book describes
key topics that include measurements, units, vectors,
kinematics, Newton’s laws, planetary motion (Kepler’s laws),
thermodynamics and hydrostatics. These topics correspond
to the tenth grade coursework in Costa Rica.
ISBN: 9789968466011
Año: 2016

19

Fruits of the Species
Costa Rican Lira Collection
Iván Sanabria Solano
This collection of poems questions our very existence and
takes a tour of language as a source of contradiction and an
ironic commitment to a chaotic world. The dead birds and
scavengers, metaphors for ruin and decay, give way to an
image that slowly fades in a last attempt to always return to
the beginning.
ISBN: 9789968465595
Año: 2015

Guide to the Most Common
Macrofungi of Corcovado National
Park. La Leona Station
Julieta Carranza Velázquez
Walter Marín Méndez
Armando Ruiz Boyer
José Franciso DiStéfano Gandolfi

This book describes some species of common macrofungi
found at La Leona Station, Corcovado National Park, and
adjacent areas. Data are included for each species, such as
size, localization in the park, world distribution, and uses that
ISBN: 9789968466462
have been communicated locally and globally.
Año: 2017

20

Cabecar Stories
Volume 1
Severiano Fernández Torres
Ilse Valeria Varas Rojas
Álvaro Borrasé Fernández (Ilustrador)
This children’s book, written in Spanish and Cabécar (an
indigenous language), is a compilation of five traditional
indigenous stories. It includes a glossary, color illustrations, a
map of the location of the Cabécar people, an alphabet and
a pronunciation guide. This book is the result of the author’s
attempt to rescue our indigenous culture.

ISBN: 9789968465885
2.a ed. 2016

Cabecar Stories
Volume 2
Severiano Fernández Torres
Ilse Valeria Varas Rojas
Álvaro Borrasé Fernández (Ilustrador)
This children’s book, written in Spanish and Cabécar (an
indigenous language), is a compilation of five traditional
indigenous stories. It includes a glossary, color illustrations, a
map of the location of the Cabécar people, an alphabet and
a pronunciation guide. This book is the result of the author’s
attempt to rescue our indigenous culture.

ISBN: 9789968465878
2.a ed. 2016

21

History of Costa Rica
Short, Up-to-Date, and with Illustrations
Iván Molina Jiménez
Steven Paul Palmer
This book aims to offer to the public a synthetic and up-todate history of Costa Rica, from ancient times, when tropical
forests hid the transient passage of the first hunters, to the
present, more urbanized and complex.

ISBN: 9789968466301
Año: 2017

Imaginaries about Nation and
Citizenship in Central America

Ethel García Buchard (Coordinadora)
This text analyzes imaginaries of the nation and the citizens
in Central America within the framework of actors’ practices,
political subjects’ participation, the theatricality of power, and
public spaces where discourses and images of the nation are
designed.

ISBN: 9789968466455
Año: 2017

22

Utopian Imaginary
Dissident Philosophy and Literature
in Costa Rica (1904-1945)
Francisco Rodríguez Cascante
“Imaginarios utópicos” examines dissident philosophical
and literary discourse in Costa Rica in the early 20th century,
including: theosophy, spiritualism, anarchism, Hispanicism,
orientalism and Hellenism, which generated new attitudes
regarding national modernity.
ISBN: 9789968465915
Año: 2016

The Iguana’s Tail.
The Malecu People in face of the Displacement
of their Language and Traditional Culture
Carlos Sánchez Avendaño
Based on an analysis of the discourse of the Maleku people,
this text examines the social representations of this Costa
Rican indigenous people in terms of the displacement of their
traditional culture and the implications for the development of
their ethnic identity.
ISBN: 9789968464642
Año: 2015

23

Julio Fonseca
Anthology of Songs
Costa Rican Music Patrimony Series
Ernesto Rodríguez Montero (Editor)
Tanya Cordero Cajiao (Editora)
This anthology includes a collection of 18 piano/vocal
arrangements by Costa Rican composer Julio Fonseca
Gutiérrez, performed in different rhythms or styles typical of
the time in which he lived.
ISBN: 9789968464888
Año: 2015

Situational Justice: Rationality, Normativity,
and Latinoamericanist Critical Theory
Mario Solís Umaña

The book defends a particular perspective for the
comprehension and critical evaluation of contemporary
justice theories: the situational justice. Thus, the text outlines
a critical and claiming positioning of practical rationality,
normativity, and appropriation of values and desires that are
also present in the Latinoamericanist critical theory.
ISBN: 9789968466103
Año: 2017

24

Education in Costa Rica: from the
Colonial Period to Present
Co-edition under EDUPUC Imprint
Iván Molina Jiménez
This is an invaluable resource for understanding the history
of education in Costa Rica. It proposes unpublished,
controversial hypotheses regarding the relationship between
democracy and education as well as the current state of our
education system.
ISBN: 9789968806909
Año: 2016

The Extermination of Poor
People and Other “Think”

Alberto Cañas Escalante (q. d. D. g.)
In “La exterminación de los pobres y otros ‘pienses’” Alberto
Cañas revisits the art of entertaining, so often forgotten in
literature, through a series of fictional works that probably
had more ambitious intentions, but that got lost in the pile
of works to complete. Thus, Cañas’ “thoughts” reveal the
author’s untamed imagination, who, in order to reach the final
product, must first pass through hundreds of version that
often go unseen.
ISBN: 9789968465854
Año: 2016

25

A Lifetime’s Work

Alberto Cañas Escalante (q. d. D. g.)
In Cañas’ debut work as a novelist, the simple narration,
lacking of all literary devices, captivates the reader with
a refined sense of irony and subtle criticism of a declining
social group. There are finely written contrasts between
Nina’s house and Paco’s residence; the dance in Puntarenas
and the social club in the capital; and the food, drinks and
traditions in Cinco Esquinas and Bello Horizonte.

ISBN: 9789968465823
Año: 2016

A Woman under the Bridge
Luis Diego Rojas Vargas

A lonely journalist meets a mysterious woman living under
the bridge that is about to be demolished and becomes
obsessed with her life and how the demolition will affect those
who live nearby.

ISBN: 9789968465755
Año: 2016

26

A Fly on the Curtain

Pablo Narval

This book portrays the world cruelty and the internal tragedy
human being suffers, but without forgetting love. In other
words, human being searches for reflection through poetry,
a means to raise everyone’s awareness.

ISBN: 9789968466479
Año: 2017

Luis Gerardo Mairena’s Notable Motherhood.
Crisis and Transformation Social
Bonds in Costa Rica
María Flórez Estrada Pimentel
This book presents the results of a research on the neighborly
support given to Luis Gerardo Mairena’s queer motherhood
in a context of economic, social, and cultural change
transforming social bonds.

ISBN: 9789968466226
Año: 2017

27

Politics of the Street
Organization and Autonomy in
Contemporary Costa Rica
Serie Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales
Sindy Mora Solano
This text discusses important cycles of collective action
seen in Costa Rica in recent years and identifies the actors,
actions, experiences and biases present in the political
circumstances analyzed.
ISBN: 9789968465304
Año: 2016

Reconstituting Peaceful Coexistence
Clues to the Complex
Reformulation of Security
Ronald Gerardo Rivera Alfaro
This analysis covers the preventive action of crime
–beyond surveillance, use of force and governance– as the
administration of power associated with the effectiveness of
sectoral policies from sensitivity in the field of human rights.
ISBN: 9789968466448
Año: 2017

28

The Owners of the House

Geovanny Soto Sosa

In the juvenile novel of magic-terrifying realism genre,
contextualized in Velaquez (a fictitious city), spirits must
undergo a metamorphosis to survive in the present world and
to use a source for feeding different to the usual one.

ISBN: 9789968466325
Año: 2017

Costa Rican Women in Music
Costa Rican Music Patrimony Series
Zamira Barquero Trejos
Tania Vicente León
This biographical text was created for the purpose of
providing, for the first time, an understanding of the musical
endeavors of women in Costa Rica from the second half of
the 19th century to the 1980s.

ISBN: 9789968466004
Año: 2016

29

Women from Borders. Subjectivity,
Migration, and Domestic Work
Roxana Hidalgo Xirinachs

Based on autobiographical stories of a group of Nicaraguan
immigrant women, inserted into the Costa Rica labor market
as domestic workers, this book approaches their subjective
experiences as women and mothers in the current context of
neoliberal globalization in Central America.

ISBN: 9789968466134
Año: 2017

Orlando in Love

Alberto Cañas Escalante (q. d. D. g.)

ISBN: 9789968465830
Año: 2016

30

“Orlando enamorado” is a novel about the sexual awakening
of a college student, who becomes involved with an intelligent,
sensible, simple woman divorced once and then almost
immediately widowed. The age difference between the two is
a factor in the outcome. The two protagonists come from the
same social group and even live in the same neighborhood:
near Pacific Station. A conflict arises between the obsessive
youngster consumed by a selfish passion and the young
woman, subjected to the harshness of the collective moral
judgement that so closely watches a widow or divorcee.

Obscure Latitudes: A Map of Gothic Studies

Ilse Marie Bussing López (Editora)
Anthony López Get (Editor)

Oscuras latitudes: una cartografía de los estudios góticas
and Dark Latitudes: Mapping Gothic Sites and Mediums
are two volumes approaching Gothic topics from different
perspectives: the Gothic of the twenty-first century, the
contemporary Gothic, vampires, the double, Gothic genres,
aesthetics and art in the Gothic, and the Latin American
Gothic.
ISBN: 9789968466233
Año: 2017

Oral Pathology

Madeline Howard Mora
Oral pathology is related to the nature, identification
and management of diseases that affect the mouth and
maxillofacial region. This book includes common diseases
such as red and white lesions and papillary wart-like lesions.

ISBN: 9789968465151
Año: 2015

31

Thoracic Surgical Pathology

José Alberto Mainieri Hidalgo (Editor)
The surgical thoracic pathology has become an important
cause of mortality. From the oncological, traumatic and
infectious point of view, it has a high potential for being
prevented, detected and managed in a proper way.

ISBN: 9789968466349
Año: 2017

Breathing of Stones
Poetry Contest 2015, First Place Winner
Costa Rican Lira Collection
Mauricio Espinoza
First and foremost, “Respiración de piedras” is a quest
undertaken at the intersection between feelings and
inescapable experiences; at the crossroads between
darkness and light, pleasure and pain, love and hate,
presence and absence.
ISBN: 9789968466127
Año: 2016

32

Tempus fugit

Indiana Vergnani
“Tempus fugit” is a journey through time domains, through
lives lived and lives desired. Twenty-nine short stories
transport the reader to the lives of characters that could be
anyone at all or even the reader himself.

ISBN: 9789968465922
Año: 2016

33

Editorial Tecnológica de Costa Rica

Adolphe Tonduz y la época de oro
de la botánica en Costa Rica
Gregorio Dauphin López

Like a puzzle assembled from handwritten letters and
ancient scraps of paper stored in Costa Rican and European
museums, Gregorio Dauphin’s book seeks to recreate the
Golden Age of Botany in Costa Rica and give us a glimpse of
the beginning of modern science in this country.
Swiss botanist and naturalist Adolphe Tonduz guides the
reader though a remarkable floristic exploration of late 19thcentury Costa Rica. Tonduz addresses issues such as
ISBN: 9789977663685
environmental conservation, infrastructure and historical
Año: 2017
figures—priceless memories that had yet to be documented.

Financial Analysis II: Short,
Medium, and Long Term
Mario Meoño Briansó
Daisy Jara Mondragón

Volume II of the Financial Analysis series addresses short-,
medium- and long-term financing options, expanding upon
the concepts discussed in volume I. The general purpose of
this text is to put into practice one’s knowledge based on the
reality of Costa Rica.
Financial Analysis: Short-, medium- and long-term includes
ISBN: 9789977663120 aspects such as short-term financing (less than one year):
loans for basic, day-to-day operations, use of early payment
Año: 2014
discounts and different ways to leverage a company.

36

Financial Analysis III: Evaluation
of Investment Projects
Mario Meoño Briansó
Daisy Jara Mondragón

Financial Analysis III: Assessment of investment projects is
a self-learning text intended to help the reader deduce and
learn the basic elements necessary for assessing investment
projects based on the needs of the company or entrepreneur.
The majority of the exercises presented in the text are based
on examples from Costa Rica’s financial environment.
Examples have been broken down step by step and show ISBN: 9789977663579
the arithmetic in the simplest way possible. Additionally, the
Año: 2016
exercises proposed at the end of each chapter have been
solved in the final chapter to promote self-assessment.

Trees of Costa Rica. Vol. IV
Nelson Zamora Villalobos
Quírico Jiménez Madrigal
Luis J. Poveda Álvarez

The volume IV is in continuity with the series Tree of Costa
Rica, started 42 years ago, that describes the arboreal flora
of a country with a rich biodiversity. This field guide presents
238 species with simple leaves, organized in 18 families
of plants (Fabaceae-Malpighiaceae). Only 39 of them are
endemic; this means that the work includes species with wide
distribution, and for this reason it will be useful in the Central
ISBN: 9789968466509
America region.
Año: 2017

37

Trees of Tropical Wet Forests
Eugenia Flores-Vindas
German Obando-Vargas

Twelve years have passed since the first edition of this work
was published, during which time many lessons have been
learned and knowledge accumulated on the neotropical forest
and native forest species, particularly those with potential or
that have recently been introduced to the market.
Such knowledge has proved essential to stimulate the
management and proper use of the forest and to promote
reforestation, natural forest management, natural regeneration,
ISBN: 9789977663159
carbon fixation or biodiversity conservation programs. This
Año: 2014
work contains the information necessary to identify the
different tree species (including their main characteristics,
physical and mechanical properties, uses, natural durability,
etc.) and also indicates their natural distribution and habitat
and evaluates their potential and commercial significance.

Osa Peninsula Timber Trees:
Timber and Crop
Róger Moya Roque
Alexander Rodríguez González
Carlos Olivares Gutiérrez

The Osa Peninsula possesses an enormous diversity of natural
resources, in particular the different timber-yielding species,
many of which are currently suffering drastic reductions in
their populations. In order to achieve greater conservation in
the region, it is important to maintain proper descriptions of
ISBN: 9789977663029 the different species.
Año: 2014

38

The book includes the scientific name of each species as well
as the respective author citation, family and common name
used in the area of study. Furthermore, it includes a section
with the plant diagnosis and distribution throughout Costa
Rica. Lastly, it shows images of the trees’ natural habitat,
morphology, longitudinal and cross sections of the bark and
a cross section of the wood.

Profiles of graduates from the
career of Engineering
Result-based evaluation methodology
Eva Cristina Meza Badilla
José Fabián Aguilar Cordero
Martha Isabel Quesada Sánchez
William Delgado Montoya

In consequence, this methodological guide aims to describe
the implementation of the components of the profiles in the
education process of engineers. The document includes four
stages of the process: description of the components for ISBN: 9789968466509
Año: 2017
each level, mapping of curriculum components, design of the
evaluation plan, and improvement actions.
This work aims to offer to teaching staff and personnel involved
in autoevaluation processes the resources, references, and
examples to evaluate the components in graduates.

Bananas I: Basic Concepts
Moisés Soto Ballestero

This volume, Bananas: Basic concepts, is essential
for understanding the key aspects of banana farming,
postharvest handling and marketing, and serves as a basis
for other basic concepts, which are important to know for
anyone interested in problem solving and innovation in the
field. While volumes II and III are related to solving everyday
problems and are intended to be used as reference books,
this first volume contributes to understanding the different
processes carried out on the plant and will allow for the
advancement of production technologies in the future.
ISBN: 9789977663180
Año: 2014

39

Bananas II: Production Technologies
Moisés Soto Ballestero

This specific volume discusses the most advanced production
technologies today. Its six chapters address new key topics
such as starting a banana farm, looked at from a business
perspective; planting and cultivation operations using the
most up-to-date techniques; nutrition, including new findings;
organic banana farming, an essential topic in today’s market;
banana diseases and pests; and the environmental impact,
sustainability and carbon neutrality of the banana industry.
These are all current topics and are of high interest to
ISBN: 9789977663241 consumers around the world.
Año: 2015

Bananas III: Post-Crop and
Commercialization
Moisés Soto Ballestero

Volume 3 deals specifically with post-harvest key aspects
that help to ensure a high-quality product. This includes
packaging processes, and evaluating a harvest and making
the necessary amendments to guarantee good market
acceptance. The importance of traceability and food safety
for public health and consumer protection is also highlighted.
There is a special focus on aspects concerning regional
markets and policies that may distort the free marketing of
ISBN: 9789977663661
this product, as well as to the import-export dynamics by
Año: 2016
country and by region. The book also explains the balance
between supply and demand and its effect on the price of the
product at the banana-producing countries and at different
stages of the market.

40

Chayote: A Technical Guide to
the Clonal Seed Production

Ana Abdelnour Esquivel
Silvana Alvarenga Venutolo
Jaime Brenes Madriz

This work is a representation of the activities carried out at
CIB in terms of the production of clonal and healthy chayote
planting material and the follow-up actions taken once the
plants left the laboratory and greenhouse.
It is a useful resource for farmers, commercial production labs,
students of agriculture and tissue culture and the general ISBN: 9789977663524
public to learn more about the recommended strategies for
Año: 2015
producing quality chayote.

Geotechnical Code of Costa
Rica Slopes and Grades

Costa Rican Geotechnical Engineering Association
This geotechnical code for slopes and hillsides outlines the
minimum requirements for the evaluation, study, analysis and
stabilization of landslides through an approach based on the
selected risk and the type of infrastructure involved.

ISBN: 9789977663357
Año: 2015
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Costa Rica’s Seismic Code 2010

Professional Association of Engineers and
Architects of Costa Rica [Colegio Federado de
Ingenieros y de Arquitectos de Costa Rica]
Seismic codes compile, summarize and organize sets of
rules and best practices for earthquake-resistant design,
the product of scientific knowledge, technological practice,
experience from past earthquakes and common sense, to
direct and guide professionals in ensuring that buildings and
other civil works designed and constructed in accordance
with the guidelines guarantee the safety of their occupants,
ISBN: 9789977663630 maintain their structural integrity and protect whatever
is housed inside, in accordance with previously defined
Año: 2016
performance indicators.
“Costa Rica’s Seismic Code – 2014 Revision” is the result
of several years of intense work by the Standing Committee
for the Study and Review of the Costa Rican Seismic Code
(CPCSCR) of the Federated Association of Engineers
and Architects (CFIA), which was formed in 1974 after the
publication of the first Seismic Code.

Earthquakes Chronicles of Central America
Giovanni Peraldo Huertas

The accounts included in this text are based on information
from several different sources and attempt to detail destructive
geological events and their direct impact on Central American
colonial society. Events throughout colonial times, from the
destruction of Santiago de los Caballeros in Almolonga in
1541 to the story about an earthquake that occurred in Costa
Rica in 1821, when the colony was coming to an end, are
included.
ISBN: 9789977663067
Año: 2014
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Geological events such as eruptions and earthquakes are an
important part of the history of Central America and, as such,
should be considered when studying its history.

HEC-HMS Examples
Máximo Villón Béjar

This text provides a brief summary of the characteristics
of HEC-HMS 3.5 and the merits of its use for hydrological
modeling through the proposal of practical examples that
guide the reader step by step. It also includes ten problems
for the reader to work through. This text is intended as an
introduction to the HEC-HMS software for those interested in
learning more about this valuable tool.
ISBN: 9789977663197
Año: 2014

HEC-RAS Examples
Máximo Villón Béjar

This text provides a brief summary of the characteristics of
HEC-RAS 4.1 and the merits of its use for hydraulic modeling
through the proposal of practical examples that guide the
reader step by step. It also includes eight problems for the
reader to work through. This text is intended as an introduction
to HEC-RAS for those interested in learning more about this
valuable tool.
ISBN: 9789977663203
Año: 2014
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Ficus: Diseases and Plagues

German Rivera Coto
Alexander Schmidt Durán
Randall Chacón Cerdas
Carlos Alvarado Ulloa
Luis Fernando Alvarado Marchena
Dora Flores Mora
Costa Rica’s agricultural sector contributes positively to
the production of banana, coffee, African palm oil, sugar
cane, pineapple and melon both for export and domestic
ISBN: 9789968466509 consumption. Still, it is important to diversify domestic
Año: 2017
production in order to offer producers alternatives not only in
terms of crop management, but also value-adding harvesting
technologies.
This book is a compilation of important information on the
diseases and pests that can affect fig groves in Costa Rica.

History of Nature Preservation
in Costa Rica 1754-2012
Mario A. Boza

In strict chronological order, the author addresses topics of
interest such as the first royal decree by the King of Spain
related to coastal conservation in 1754; the creation of national
parks and reserves in our country beginning in 1945 and
especially after the approval of the first Forestry Law in 1969;
the role of institutions and organizations in environmental
issues and the fight for conservation of Caño Island and the
national parks of Santa Rosa, Palo Verde, Poas Volcano,
ISBN: 9789977663227 Corcovado and Las Baulas, among others. It also includes
issues related to environmental education, conservation
Año: 2015
biology, reforestation and private conservation. Finally, the
author makes recommendations on how to improve the
critical situation of our public protected areas today.
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Humans and Monkeys
Edgardo Moreno

This book is a collection of essays about daily events. From
a scientific perspective, the author narrates and explains
various topics related to the origins of mankind, altruism,
sexual preferences, our taste for food, our love of music, the
domestication of animals and plants, diversity of language,
dreams, love, friendship, alcoholism and lies. All of the essays
are written in colloquial language, avoiding specialized
jargon. Their intention is to entertain through the exploration
of scientific events from a different perspective.
ISBN: 9789977663234
Año: 2015

Introduction to Logic
Luis Camacho Naranjo

Introduction to Logic combines two common aspects in the
presentation of basic topics into a single inference theory: the
notions of natural language for finding validity in arguments
and first steps in constructing calculi for evaluating arguments.
The book emphasizes the immediate application of the
different notions to cases, examples and exercises based
on the conviction that it is important to foster one’s ability to
argue validly, instead of simply memorizing rules and logical
ISBN: 9789977663449
procedures.
The book is intended for readers who are eager to explore
what logic truly means, regardless of their field of study. It
can also be of use to advanced high school students and any
other readers interested in these topics.

Año: 2015
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Journey into silence
Pedro León Azofeifa

ISBN: 9789977663593
Año: 2017

In 1604, conqueror Felipe Monje Merino settled in Cartago,
Costa Rica, marrying Francisca López with whom he
procreated two children. It is not known whether either was
deaf, but we know for certain that six generation later three
descendants bearing his surname (now changed to Monge)
became deaf, after being born with normal audition. Late
onset deafness in this family, that begins with low frequency
loss, is a dominant genetic mutation that results from a single
base mutation, a change of a G for a T.
This book describes the hunt for the mutation that causes
deafness, and the discovery of this single-letter change that
affects a gene named human diaphanous 1. Diaphanous
is one of three similar genes that help regulate the actin
cytoskeleton of the hair cells in the organ of Corti, the actual
sensors for sound vibrations. The research was the result
of a sustained collaboration of the Monge family with many
scientists from Costa Rica and the USA.

The Indigenous Territories Border
of Gran Talamanca 1840-1930
Alejandra Boza Villarreal

This work constitutes the most detailed study that exists
on the indigenous areas of southern Costa Rica during the
entire first century of independence. The author offers a
comprehensive analysis of the demographic, economic
and political development of the indigenous populations of
Chirripó, Estrella, Talamanca (on the Caribbean slope) and
of the South Pacific. In tracing the various relationships that
united the Bribri and Cabécar peoples of the Caribbean and
ISBN: 9789977662664 Pacific slopes and the Boruca and Térraba peoples of the
Pacific slope, this book argues that these areas were once
Año: 2014
part of a single indigenous region called Great Talamanca.
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The Pineapple

Rafael Ángel Garita Coto
Given the importance of pineapple to the American continents,
as well as its productive marketing process, this book has
been proposed as a resource for those interested in learning
about the different aspects of farming, production, marketing
and consumption of pineapple.
It includes a series of chapters that deal with the history of
pineapple and how it advanced from the jungles of Brazil,
where it originated, to the tropics, where it is grown today.
Additionally, it describes the different facets of pineapple
farming, from seed production and soil preparation to planting ISBN: 9789977663012
Año: 2014
and production, where other activities come into play before
its consumption, whether as fresh or industrialized fruit.

Mathematics of the Everyday
Anabelle Castro Castro
Alejandra León Castellá
Margot Martínez Rodríguez
Manuel Murillo Tsijli
Alberto Soto Aguilar

This book is the result of a long process of teaching
mathematics on the radio and is enriched with images,
interesting facts and connections to show how mathematics ISBN: 9789977663623
Año: 2016
not only plays an important part in our daily lives, but is also
a product of our history. To achieve this, it ties arithmetic to
poetry, geometry to nature and statistics to medicine, etc.
Its pages are filled with different perspectives, photographs,
diagrams and activities that demonstrate cultural developments
and scientific phenomena within interconnected, evolutionary
contexts.
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Water Sampling Manual
Javier Rodríguez Yáñez

Water characterization is a topic of fundamental importance
given the need to identify possible uses and treatment. This
assessment depends, however, on proper sampling and
analysis and, as such, staff must be well trained in both areas
in order to obtain successful results.
This water sampling manual has been written in response
to the need for basic training of treatment plant personnel
or, specifically, of those who perform water sampling for
ISBN: 9789977663463 laboratory analysis.
Año: 2015

It provides a simple, easy-to-understand description of
the various aspects of water, including its characteristics,
pollution, types of pollutants and their effects. Finally, it
emphasizes the importance of quantifying these components,
the types of analysis associated with each, the conditions that
make for a reliable sample and considerations within Costa
Rican law.

Numerical Methods

Jeffry Chavarría Molina
This book is intended for readers who would like to learn, study
and strengthen their knowledge of a variety of approaches to
different mathematical problems. It is especially intended for
use by university students with an interest in addressing the
classic topic of numerical methods from both a theoretical
and practical perspective.
To that end, it aims to establish a balance between the formal
theory of numerical methods and its practical counterpart
by attempting to explain the different approaches and
ISBN: 9789977663173 their inherent logic. Thus, each example is followed by an
Año: 2014
explanation of the theory and its application to concrete
problems.
The answers to the exercises proposed throughout the text,
as well as partial solutions and recommendations, can be
found in appendix B, thus offering the reader a certain degree
of feedback during study.
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Children with special needs

Pablo Pineda

In this book, Pablo Pineda clearly and naturally shares the
keys for the education of children with Down syndrome, or any
other ‘disability’: the family role, the autonomy, the education,
the independence, life in couple, or job placement. And he
shares this in accordance with his personal experience that
has led him to become a reference point in raising awareness
of the society in this matter.
ISBN: 9789977663708
Año: 2016

New Dictionary of Costa Rican Words
Miguel Ángel Quesada Pacheco

This dictionary of costarriqueñismos (words or phrases
particular to Costa Rica) is an invaluable contribution by
Miguel Ángel Quesada Pacheco to Costa Rican lexicography
in particular and to Hispanic lexicography in general. Now in
its fifth edition, this work includes substantial changes from
previous editions in both form and content.
Given the proliferation of works in botany and zoology, many
of the vernacular words that lacked scientific names in
previous editions have now been updated, while many other ISBN: 9789977663128
terms have been renamed.
Año: 2015
Similarly, a number of words that featured in previous editions
have been removed due to their Pan-Hispanic linguistic
heritage and common use, while another group of words has
been added, including as many recently created words or
meanings as possible. Finally, the definitions of certain entries
have been reformulated due to semantic changes that have
occurred in recent years.

49

Orchids and Orchideology in
Costa Rica: 500 Years of History
Carlos Ossenbach Sauter

This book has resulted in a total of 74 essays covering topics as
diverse as pre-Hispanic cultures, the history of vanilla, the earliest
Spanish scientific expeditions, botanical gardens, orchidological
societies, national and international policies that have impacted
the development of botany in Central America and biographical
ISBN: 9789977663647
profiles of important individuals in the field of orchidology in
Año: 2016
Central America.
This last topic occupies most of the book, telling the stories of
hundreds of people from many different backgrounds, some in
just a few lines and others over several pages. Some of the most
prominent individuals, including Rudolf Schlechter, Oakes Ames,
Paul Standley and Carlos Lankester, even have a dedicated
subtitle. As a whole, the work successfully integrates external
influences such as culture, politics, imperialist trends and global
events in the history of orchids and orchidology in Central America.

Tropical Ornamental Plants
Freddy Rojas Rodríguez
Gerardo Bermúdez Cruz
Quírico Jiménez Madrigal

With plain and language and a practical clustering by plant
types, the second edition of “Ornamental plants of the
tropics” presents a taxonomic update, given the recent,
complex and innovative advances in plant taxonomy, which
ISBN: 9789977663609
now incorporate DNA studies; which led to name change for
Año: 2016
many genera, species and families of plants. In addition, it is
presented under a new format, with a new graphic design,
extensive photographic material and an improved style.
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Threatened Forest Resources: Six
Endangered Species in Costa Rica
Eugenio Corea Arias
Elizabeth Arnáez Serrano
Ileana Moreira González
Roberto Cordero Solórzano
Marvin Castillo Ugalde

In 2005, an interagency commission coordinated by the National
Museum of Costa Rica and the National Biodiversity Institute
identified 30 native tree species in critical danger of extinction,
while the country’s existing legal framework and in situ conservation
ISBN: 9789977663142
do not necessarily guarantee their survival. While each species
Año: 2014
presents its own specific problems, the 30 species identified are at
risk for nearing the “minimum viable population size.” Theoretically,
from this point on and without human intervention, their extinction
is inevitable.

Back to Golden Age: Decoded Babel
Ivar Zapp Naumann

With the publication of my book Atlantis in America: Navigators
of the ancient world, a question was left unanswered: what
language was spoken in Atlantis? This essay provides a
response to this fundamental question, as by deciphering
this language, we are able to explain the original or mother
tongue of all other languages. This was made possible by a
mathematical formula called “a magic sphere that represents
the Greek’s sphere of Atlas.”
This essay was written for anyone who has wondered about ISBN: 9789977663258
the true story of humanity. Many researchers have attempted
Año: 2015
to find ways to verify certain aspects of the mother tongue,
but have failed due to their orthodox preconceptions, i.e., for
not understanding that at our origins, alphabetic language
emerged in response to the need of merchant sailors to
navigate by the stars.
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Rivers: Fundamentals on their
Quality and Relation with the SocioEnvironmental Surrounding
Guillermo Calvo Brenes

The purpose of this work is to assess the different
interrelationships that exist between social and environmental
variables and the quality of our surface waters. The text has
been divided into nine chapters that address both theoretical
and practical aspects. Topics of interest include sustainable
development; the concept of watersheds, subwatersheds and
ISBN: 9789977663418 micro watersheds and how they relate to water resources;
soil and its properties and uses; an overview of geographic
Año: 2015
information systems; the concept of water quality and
evaluation through quality indexes; predictive modelling using
statistics; and, lastly, predictive modelling of river water quality
based on socio-environmental variables.

Process Simulation
Jorge Acuña Acuña

ISBN: 9789977663265
Año: 2015
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Simulations have become an excellent tool to replace in situ
experimentation, which can be expensive, slow and risky.
This text takes a look at the basics of process simulation as a
means to develop knowledge in professionals and students
of engineering and administration and especially of industrial
engineering. The first few chapters discuss theory and the
key statistical bases for developing and simulating models,
while the remaining chapters show how to simulate processes
using spreadsheets, simulation language and simulators.

Editorial Universidad Nacional
The Editorial Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica (EUNA, National
University of Costa Rica Press) publishes and disseminates works
of outstanding scientific, historical, cultural, literary, educational
and artistic value. Paperback or digital, these works are mostly the
result of the academic research done at the University while others
are from authors of the national and international community. All
our publishing undergo rigorous editorial management processes.
EUNA: Open Window to Culture!

A la découverte de la francophonie dans
le monde avec des émission de radio
Virginia Boza Araya
Verónica Murillo Chinchilla

This publication aims to offer to listeners to radio shows
“Fréquence Ados Nouvelles Formule” and “Echos
Francophones” a series of comprehension exercises
whose objectives are to improve listening comprehension
competence of different native radio presenters, to learn
to distinguish different French accents, and to deepen the
ISBN: 9789977654737 knowledge of French regions and countries.
Año: 2017

A al dévouverte de la francophonie en
Europe avec des émissions de radio
Virginia Boza Araya
Gabriela Alfaro Madrigal

This publication aims to offer to listeners to radio shows
“Fréquence Ados Nouvelles Formule” and “Echos
Francophones” a series of comprehension exercises
whose objectives are to improve listening comprehension
competence of different native radio presenters.
ISBN: 9789977654744
Año: 2017
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Let Us Learn All Together Spanish
and the Culture of Costa Rica
Alexa Santana Umaña
Teresita Villalobos Hernández

It is a book of Spanish as a foreign language, intended for
intermediate level students who want to learn or improve
their communicative competence in the Costa Rican culture.
Methodologically, the book is based on the communicative
approach and the task-focused approach with some relevant
aspects of the cognitive method.
ISBN: 9789977654331
Año: 2015

Costa Rican Short Stories of
Anguish and Landscapes
Maria Luz Mendez Salazar

This Collection of very short stories contains a treasure trove
of surprise endings, some cheery, some chilling most of them
impossible to see coming. The author explores powerful and
universal themes like unrequited love, revenge, treachery
and the unequal battle between men equipped with nothing
but hend tools and the savage strength of nature. And they
all take place in a setting that is impleccably described and
uniquely Costa Rican, like this passage from “The Gourd”,
the most heart-breaking story this author has ever written:
ISBN: 9789977654669
“March would bring sunsets featuring a sun as large as
Año: 2015
an ox cart wheel painted with red lead, and it would fill the
house with a chromatic harmony;...” Long considered an icon
of Costa Rican literature, this small book is a tour de force
that weds graphic art with literary art in order to provide one
unforgettable reading experience.
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Culpeo

Miguel Baraona Cockrell
In 1879, Chile, Peru, and Bolivia fought a fratricidal war over
the rich territories where natural nitrate was extracted, a
source of great wealth in the late nineteenth century. Luciano
Cruz Marquez, a young man from a rural area, enlisted in
the Chilean armed forces, filled with patriotic fervor and
convinced that he would participate in a just war to defend
the national interest.

ISBN: 9789977654478
Año: 2015

The Tree of Good and Evil (Volumes 1 and 2)
Jorge Ramírez Caro

The first volume reviews the dynamics implemented by the
system to offer a passive education that encourages, stuns,
and deactivates the curiosity, the critical and questing spirit
that boys, girls, and young people have: Those who enter
with enthusiasm to the educational centers, believing that
education will be the compass that will guide them in their
lives as professionals, end up disappointed, discouraged,
and wanting to have more holidays than school days.
ISBN: 9789977654379
Año: 2015
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The second volume explores some of the practices prevailing
in the Costa Rican “higher” education and showing the
breakdown of the humanistic commitments embodied in its
organic statutes, as well as the transformation of educational
centers in educational enterprises.

The Unusual Kidnapping of Doña Ines
Roberto Cambronero Gómez

Winner of UNA PALABRA Contest 2015, this is a story set
in 1563 in a power struggle between caciques, due to the
kidnapping cof the cacique’s sister of the Quepo Kingdom by
members of the Coto army; this act coincides with the arrival
of Juan Vasquez de Coronado who offers his help to the Coto
army. With all the resulting conflicts, the characters must
renounce to their culture and beliefs.

ISBN: 9789977654658
Año: 2016

The Coffee Business in Costa Rica, the
German Capital, and Geopolitics 1907-1936
Gertrud Peters Solórzano

This work analyzes the history of coffee in Costa Rica and
its linkages with geopolitics to reconstruct the development
of the German capital in the country, from the turn of the
twentieth century up to the years preceding the Second
World War. It answers a series of significant questions on
the role played by German entrepreneurs in the Costa Rican
coffee culture and their interaction with the national and
international environment: How to explain both the growth
of their business, despite the fact that the German coffee ISBN: 9789977654492
Año: 2016
exports were suspended during the First World War, and
the implications of the crisis of 1930? In what way did these
coffee growers return to undertake their business? How
did they take advantage of the benefits of the Costa Rican
coffee, for its quality and good name in Europe, to formulate
the strategies of competitiveness in the international market?
What role did geopolitics play as background scenery in the
Costa Rica-Germany coffee business?
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Environmental Geography: Methods
and Techniques from Latin America
Humberto Reyes Hernández
Carlos Morera Beita
Óscar Reyes Pérez

We are in front of a work that combines, in a balanced way,
the theoretical contributions and the applied ones, and that
is going, without doubt, to contribute to disseminating the
theoretical and methodological body that the geographers,
along with other specialists of similar sciences, use in their
studies about environmental change in all its scales, in the line
ISBN: 9789977654775 of the new geographical concern for the relations between
societies and environment, a problem of great importance for
Año: 2017
the future of mankind.

José Martí:
Telling Stories from Journalism
Mauricio Núñez

Professionalism in the exercise of journalism, a wide and
solid culture, intellectual maturity, and his fifteen-year stay in
the United States let José Martí write numer nbhjyuous and
excellent chronicles in which he portrayed, with extremely
preciseness, the vibrant and complex reality of the American
society of the late nineteenth century.
ISBN: 9789977654683
Año: 2016
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The Guá’s Story.

Luis González Porras
The Guá’s Story. There are dogs with stories to be told. This
is a book of the celebration of peace in front of the cruel and
wild nonsense of war and greed, particularly the war in Syria.
This book explores paths where making hoes, not swords,
is advised: it makes likely to sow peace, vegetables, and
hope; to harvest a more human future for all. The author, Luis
González Porras, presents this work, awarded with Premio
Universidad Nacional 2015 (National University Prize 2015),
UNA-Palabra Contest, which sensitizes us to the terrible
ISBN: 9789977654690
impact armed conflicts have on children, as well as on
Año: 2016
goodness and loyalty of our fellow dogs. “Do they hear the
greeting, small and mischievous children? : When they hold
the shaggy ears down, and their beady eyes shine, dogs
move their long tail, and greet always saying: Hello!”

The Classic Sport Massage
Edgar Murillo Campos

The Classic Sport Massage is a work based on the scientific
evidence and the author’s experience for over 25 years in
the field of health and sport. This book was written for those
people interested in the sport massage, in general, as an
integral and therapeutic means of a general sport program,
so as to practice it with confidence and professionalism, in
a practical and simple way, with the purpose of improving
health, sport performance, or preventing their own injuries or
those of athletes or clients in general.

ISBN: 9789977654577
Año: 2017
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Pedagogical Mediation in
University Teaching
Flor Abarca Alpízar

This university teaching support material, in educational
module version for presential courses, self-learning, and
interlearning, promotes the realization of participatory,
reflective and integral learning processes, from the
perception, interpretation, and knowledge of learners.
The pedagogical mediation seeks that the activities,
exercises, and procedures become enjoyable, meaningful
ISBN: 9789977654511 and original learning experiences, as well as required by the
students. To do this, we need to change the emphasis and
Año: 2016
direction of the teaching staff’s actions.

Systematization of Experiences
in University Teaching
Flor Abarca Alpízar

This university teaching support material, in educational
module version for presential courses, self-learning, and
interlearning, promotes the realization of participatory,
reflective and integral learning processes, from the
perception, interpretation, and knowledge of learners.
ISBN: 9789977654522
Año: 2016
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The training in systematization, as a reflective and analytical
answer, as well as a generator of knowledge, requires the
epistemological deconstruction of the assumptions that
underlie the traditional scientific research, among other
things, because its object of study is the social, professional,
academic or training practice. When problematizing the
foundations, the dualism “theory and practice” is subverted,
the implicit or “grounded” concepts existing in the social
work are revealed, and components, intentions, norms, and
inherent and underlying meanings are found in the practices.

A Tiny Fraction of the Wind
Rafael Cuevas Molina

It is a novel in which the characters and historical times
alternate in the dizzying plot that presents a portrait of the
last fifty years of Guatemala. Taking the reading seriously
her hairdresser and pedicurist did of the lines of her foot
sole, Fabiola, a fifty-year old woman of high class, starts the
unbridled quest for an old love of adolescence, with which
she hopes to break out of a cycle of oppression and violence
in the family. Anxious and desperate, she is going to discover
a parallel world, but very different to hers, without realizing
that she has been having contact with it at times through life.
The novel is a great metaphor for a divided country at war,
which nonetheless has hilarious and suspenseful moments
that leave readers with a smile or wide-eyed in disbelief by
the unexpected twists of the plot.

ISBN: 9789977654652
Año: 2016

Nature and Society in the Twentieth
Century - Barva Volcano, Costa Rica
Volumes 1 and 2

This book is a contribution to the twentieth-century
environmental history of the Barva Volcano’s summit, in
Sacramento, Paso Llano, and surroundings; this history is
essentially based on oral sources. The detailed reconstruction
of testimonies led to the identification of five emerging topics
of greater environmental projection all over the century:
harvest and commercial destination of vegetal products
from the natural forest. The findings in the oral sources
were complemented with data from historical archives and ISBN: 9789977654591
checked against the available scientific information.
Año: 2016
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Editorial de la Universidad Estatal a Distancia

Administration Sciences

Practical Analysis of the International
Accounting Standards IAS (8-10-2129-37) and International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS (8-11)
Baltodano Baltodano, Arturo

This is a teaching unit that investigates international standards
to select, edit, and treat the accounting policies and the
information to be revealed about changes in these rules, in
accounting estimates and in the correction of errors.
ISBN: 9789968482196
Año: 2016

The Accounting Cycle

Gómez Hernández, Alexandra
From a global perspective, modern accounting is considered
the language of business; therefore, this book will allow
you to develop skills to understand the different accounting
processes and to use them in an organization in a practical
way.

ISBN: 9789968466509
Año: 2016
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Accounting and financial
management in agribusiness
Fallas Castro, Rodolfo Aníbal

Decision-making is fundamental in agribusiness. This book
explains the importance of business information, and the way
to collect data in order to feed the management points, and
thus obtain the best solutions.

ISBN: 9789968483254
Año: 2017

Design of Wage Systems

Uribe López, Ernesto Eduardo
The purpose of this work is to contribute to understanding the
main aspect of the relations between employers and workers:
the salary, which determines, to a large extent, the happiness
of the working class.

ISBN: 9789968483247
Año: 2017
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Market Research. A Practical
and Descriptive Approach
Fabio Sanabria Araya

This is a didactic work that is intended to bring the student
closer to the research process in an easy and practical way,
when discovering the reality of business in which many smalland medium-sized organizations work, both nationally and
internationally.

ISBN: 9789968482646
Año: 2017

Sampling of Agro-Industrial Populations
Chaves Garita Ólger Antonio

This didactic unit is a valuable tool for agro-industrial
engineering students, specifically in regard to procedures for
the statistical sampling applied to agribusiness.

ISBN: 9789968483216
Año: 2017
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Valuation of Machinery And Equipment
Cordero Quirós, Enrique

The principles of valuation are applicable to both real estate
and property or assets; the latter includes the assessment
of machinery and equipment, with the help of key concepts
such as cost, value, depreciation and market.

ISBN: 9789968483520
Año: 2017

Agricultural Sciences
Agroclimatology

Retana Barrantes, José Alberto
Zumbado Morales, Félix
Since the beginning of agriculture, it is known that the crops
depend on climatic factors. Thus, the empirical knowledge
laid the foundation for natural sciences to set the bases of
their content in the atmospheric phenomena.

ISBN: 9789968483285
Año: 2017
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Catalog: The Genetic Resources of Chayote
Sechium edule (Jacq) Swartz (Cucurbitaceae)
Argüello Delgado, Juan Félix
Varela Ramírez, Orlando

This catalog presents information on the morphological
characterization of the Germoplasm Bank of chayote
Sechium edule (Jacq.) Swartz (Cucurbitaceae) located at the
Experimental Farm of Santa Lucia, belonging to the National
University of Costa Rica.
ISBN: 9789968483414
Año: 2017

Management and Conservation
of Tropical Soils
Peña Cordero, Wagner
Muñoz Hernández, Róger
Salazar Calvo, Carlomagno

The dynamics that must exist in lands depends on multiple
factors. Its impact is almost related with bad management
of resources, such as soil and water. Therefore, this work
presents the bases for considering a kind of management
suitable.
ISBN: 9789968482950
Año: 2016
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Olericulture

Saborío, Mario
The olericulture—a branch of agronomy studying vegetables
and legumes—is very relevant because it benefits health. This
book helps to study deeper on the most notable agronomic
practices and on agro-ecological and genetic considerations.

ISBN: 9789968483421
Año: 2017

Education Sciences

Self-Esteem and Human Development
Carballo, Roy

This book is an attempt to compile various approaches and
programs of study around the work in education and its
demands in the emotional field and relationships, based on
inputs from the developmental and learning psychology.

ISBN: 9789968483353
Año: 2017

69

Bullying In Costa Rica: General
Considerations, Legislation
Vargas Morúa, Elizarda
Durán Rodríguez, María martha

This is a presentation accessible to students, parents, staff
of schools, as well as specialists in research and people
interested in knowing about the last link of violence at school.

ISBN: 9789968483377
Año: 2017

The Color of Language in the
Pre-School Evaluation
Leiva Montoya, Nohelia

This book aims to provide simple tools for timely and early
detection of language disorders. This information will allow
teachers, in association with specialists, to address language
difficulties of children in time.

ISBN: 9789968483186
Año: 2016
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From Sensitization to Environmental Action.
Fundamentals of Environmental Education
Hernández Rojas, Lidia
Donato Calderón, Fiorella

The contents of this book are oriented for people to
incorporate environmental education in their responsibilities,
as a tool to transform mentalities and behaviors to the benefit
of environmental harmony between living beings.

ISBN: 9789968482486
Año: 2016

Cognitive Development in
Childhood and Adolescence
Arauz, Sandra
Chacón Méndez, Maribelle

This didactic unit meets the objective of facilitating the
knowledge of the theoretical foundations and the application
of psycho-educational strategies that stimulate cognitive
development through the teaching-learning process.

ISBN: 9789968483490
Año: 2017
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Development of the Emotions
in the Human Being
Ana Patricia Vásquez Chaves

This book was written to support the process of integral and
permanent education in order to promote, in future education
professionals, the use of tools that will allow them to know the
population with whom they interact.

ISBN: 9789968482714
Año: 2016

Human Development from 0 to 3 Years
León Sáenz, Ana Teresa
Bagnarello Argüello, Mónica

This thematic book helps the reader build a comprehensive
knowledge of child development from 0 to 3 years old, since
it describes the stages characterizing this development,
its main components and its growth dynamics until early
childhood.

ISBN: 9789968483131
Año: 2016
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Learning and Development of
Children from 0 to 3 Years Old
Chaves Álvarez, Ana Lucía
Sanabria Hernández, Marcela

The didactic strategies are one of the most important
dimensions for the construction of learning processes. Its
planning, implementation and appreciation are essential
aspects for teachers to give account of their pedagogical
intentionality.
ISBN: 9789968483131
Año: 2017

Functional Diversity and Learning
in the Educational Context
Carballo Segura, Roy

Could the classroom be a space to celebrate diversity? Is
it possible an education for life without contemplating the
diversity? Is it better to have the same school for those
with special needs or to have multiple specialized centers?
Fundamental questions to understand the current educational
processes.
ISBN: 9789968483391
Año: 2017
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The Special Education in Costa Rica
Lady Meléndez

A new approach about special education, whose central
concern are not the difficulties of the students, but the
additional resources to be provided so that they can
participate, as much as possible, in the curriculum and in
educational activities.

ISBN: 9789968483056
Año: 2016

Inclusive Education

Aragón Durán, Melania
Inclusive education is the result of human interaction in
many social systems. The equitable interrelationship of these
environments is formed of many points of view, all focused
on the development of an inclusive and participatory society.

ISBN: 9789968483063
Año: 2016
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Phonology and Orthography
of the Cabecar Language
González Campos, Guillermo
Obando Martínez, Freddy

This book contributes to the right to education, meeting the
demands of the indigenous peoples. It promotes the cultural
pertinence and offers to the Cabecar communities an editorial
line that is a product of more than a decade of intercultural
coexistence.
ISBN: 9789968483483
Año: 2017

Euclidean Geometry and its
Teaching in Primary Education
Padilla Mora, Eric
Rojas Quesada, Estíbaliz Odilie

This book begins with a brief historical development of
geometry and an approach of basic concepts. It includes
didactic recommendations, complementary activities,
reflections and additional information, with the purpose
to deepen in the study and the application of geometry in
primary education.
ISBN: 9789968483360
Año: 2017

75

Juvenile Literature. Genesis, Context
and Socio-Cultural Evolution
Naranjo Chacón, Gustavo

A didactic and original text in its approach and style, which
brings us closer to theoretical and methodological problems
on juvenile literature, which provides the teacher, the student,
and the reader a different way of seeing the subjects studied.

ISBN: 9789968481991
Año: 2016

Pedagogical Mediation in Learning
Environments Supported by Information
and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) in the Basic General Education
Porras Mora, Cielo

ICTs have become valuable tools in the search for knowledge
provided that they promote the development of competences
and a critical attitude toward the information received.
ISBN: 9789968483469
Año: 2017
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Music for Preschoolers
Esquivel Benítez, Natalia

This book provides the fundamentals of and the topics related
to the music from early childhood, in order to support and
stimulate the musicality and areas of human development,
in favor of a more comprehensive, sensitive and creative
education.

ISBN: 9789968483209
Año: 2017

Recognizing the Diversity of
Students in the Classroom
Rojas Vargas, Lianeth

Recognizing, feeling, and living the diversity of students in
the classroom is a prerequisite to be a successful educator
currently. It is therefore necessary that the educator has
knowledge on individual needs, to make learning accessible.

ISBN: 9789968483223
Año: 2017

77

Resources for Teaching English
as Foreign Language
Ramírez Zúñiga, Andrea

UNED’s Chair of Teaching English took the challenge of
creating an instructional material with the required information
to learn about the correct selection and use of resources
within context, so that teaching English to I & II Cycle students
would have this book as a development tool.

ISBN: 9789968483094
Año: 2016

Mathematical and Natural Sciences
Introduction to Differential
and Integral Calculus

Karla Vanessa Montero Solís and
Reyman Yitsak Acuña Chacón
This work provides the basic tools for the study of limits,
derivatives and integrals of a function, as well as its different
applications, which makes evident the importance of
differential and integral calculus in related areas.

ISBN: 9789968483070
Año: 2016
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Animal Health of Productive Species
Cartín-Rojas, Andrés

A practical guide to the amazing discipline of animal health
–necessary for the good, global governance in zoosanitary
terms– related to several productive areas, such as food
inocuity, or the fight against antimicrobial resistance.

ISBN: 9789968483575
Año: 2017

Medical Sciences

Promotion of health.
Guide to the intersectoral work with leaders
and organized groups of the community.
Mejía Ramírez, Gabriel
Health promotion is an approach that reappraises the
reductionism that considers health as a condition in which
there are no diseases; it is a critical approach to achieve
quality and equity in the provision of health services.
ISBN: 9789968482530
Año: 2016
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Social Sciences

Costa Rican Cultural and Touristic Heritage
Chan Vargas, Giselle

This work shows the variety of cultural resources that have a
touristic interest. It highlights the relationship between culture
and tourism as a multi-sectoral phenomenon. It will be useful
for guides, tourist operators, cultural managers, teachers and
researchers.

ISBN: 9789966482509
Año: 2016

Costa Rica and the Law of the Sea
Murillo, Carlos

This text analyzes the qualitative and quantitative development
that has been taking place in relation with the sea, particularly
in the scientific, technological, and legal fields; an this is a
revolution that incorporates the world into a new economic
order.

ISBN: 9789968466509
Año: 2017

80

Psychology of Motivation
Ulloa Brenes , Gilbert

This text does not set out formulas on how to live the motivation
in a general way. On the contrary, it focuses on the analysis of
this in terms of process, in which psychological and cultural
dimensions of the human being are involved.

ISBN: 9789968483537
Año: 2017

World Tourism Development Trends:
Approach from the Social Sciences (E-book)
Solís Rosales, Susan

This didactic unit analyzes both the trends present in the
tourist activity and some of its future challenges. Crosscutting
themes, such as human rights, gender equity, research and
the environment, are studied.

ISBN: 9789968483292
Año: 2017

81

Humanities

The Assassinations of President Mora
Porras and the General Cañas Escamilla.
Legal and Historical Analysis of their
Process, Execution and Burial
Arias Castro, Tomás Federico

The present work presents the different historical, legal,
procedural, constitutional and judicial variables that
concatenated in the assassinations of the former President
Juan Rafael Mora Porras and of General José María Cañas
Escamilla, a military hero of Costa Rica’s national campaign
(1856-1857).
ISBN: 9789968483179
Año: 2016

The Journals of the War to Control
San Juan River Transit Route
Korte Núñez, Werner

The text presents three testimonies about the Campaign
of Transit (a war to control San Juan River transit route),
contrasting with three stories written by officials filibusters.
These testimonies were supplemented with two studies about
these stories and the context in which they occurred.

ISBN: 9789968483582
Año: 2017

82

Escape to Kuna Yala
Jiménez, Carolina

A text written during a trip of escape of the soul toward
freedom from suffering. A series of events are the guide to
embrace a destination that, again and again, leads the author
to the identification with her Latin American roots.
ISBN: 9789968483148
Año: 2016

Expeditions and Geographical Studies
of the Republic of Costa Rica, Made
by Henri Pittier (1888-1905)
N° 5
Pittier, Henri (Zeledón Cartín, Elías, comp.)
The renowned Swiss scientist Pittier conducted fundamental
studies on the flora, fauna, and ethnology of our country, with
descriptions based on an integral vision. A very important
compilation, given the difficult access, to date, to the texts
presented here.

ISBN: 9789968482448
Año: 2016
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The History of Sexuality
Jacobo Shifter

There is no discipline that can ill afford to ignore the fact that
sexuality affects all the social world. We are facing a great
book, which deals with clarity and sharpness one of the most
controversial issues of our culture.

ISBN: 9789968482707
Año: 2016

The Media Monopoly and Social
Resistance in Latin America
Cuevas Molina, Rafael
Mora Ramírez, Andrés

This book shows the role of media in the history of Latin
America and reports the concentration of these media in the
hands of a few. At the same time, it analyzes the efforts of
popular classes to structure alternative media.

ISBN: 9789968482684
Año: 2016

84

Maps of Costa Rica and Central America
(1540-1887) Villalobos Collection
Villalobos Quirós, José Alfredo

This collection of 60 maps is an attractive approach to
history, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, about
geographical representations, cartographers and wars ISBN: 9789968481755
Año: 2016
for power. / This collection of maps provides an engaging
approach to 400 years of history.

Opening Nights with Hugo Diaz
Carlos Morales

In the 1970s, Morales’ theater criticism met Diaz’s drawings
to give an account of the theatrical effervescence of the
moment. Together, they formed a tandem that left a stamp on
the cultural journalism. This is a tribute to the artist.
ISBN: 9789968483339
Año: 2017

85

Prince of Remoteness. Carlos Luis
Fallas and the Costa Rican Proletarian
Writers: Twentieth Century
Iván Molina Jiménez

Between 1930 and 1950, the Costa Rica Communist Party
attempted to produce a literature written by proletarians,
whose main representative author was Calufa; even though
his work was internationally known, his career was not free of
tensions between him and the party.

ISBN: 9789968483049
Año: 2016

Republic of Costa Rica in Central
America, The (volume I)
N° 3
Scherzer, Carl
Wagner, Moritz
(Zeledón Cartín, Elías, comp.)
This book has been considered the first foreign text of
importance dedicated solely to the study of the country under
aspects such as cities, customs, trade and agriculture, flora
and fauna, physical geography, geology and meteorology,
ISBN: 9789968482356
(9789968482349, OC) the indigenous population and their language.
Año: 2016

86

Republic of Costa Rica in Central
America, The (volume II)
N° 3
Scherzer, Carl
Wagner, Moritz
(Zeledón Cartín, Elías, comp.)
This book has been considered the first foreign text of
importance dedicated solely to the study of the country under
aspects such as cities, customs, trade and agriculture, flora
and fauna, physical geography, geology and meteorology,
ISBN: 9789968482363
the indigenous population and their language.
9789968482349, OC
Año: 2016

Theater at the University of Costa
Rica (1950-2012), The
Patricia Fumero

An analysis of the university theater development of the
University of Costa Rica from its creation, in the 1940s, up
to the present. Its different stages are studied as cultural
dynamizing force and, above all, it is considered its
contribution to the field of theater.

ISBN: 9789968483674
Año: 2017

87

General Interest

Sense of direction in the Field and
Mountaineering Techniques
Álvarez Garay, Benjamín

This book intends to establish a greater proximity with those
who like hiking, mountaineering, and the contact with nature,
and, thus, to fill a void of knowledge about climbing mountains,
ISBN: 9789968482882 crossing rivers or simply contemplate landscapes.
Año: 2016

Psychopath: Declassified Files, The
Otto Vargas Masís

This book compiles twenty years of journalistic research and
thirty of police inquiries. It opens with a fortuitous event: the
author and his family were the last pilgrims to have seen with
life the victims of the massacre of La Cruz town, Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968482561
Año: 2016

88

Literature

Needle, The
N° 14
Raúl Morales
The poet has being going to the innermost part of himself,
to fetch his contemplations: from when the spirit places the
outside world at scale of his towards the inside, and places
him for him at scale of himself. Organization of the poetic flow,
too.

ISBN: 9789968481182
Año: 2017

Kite and the Nightmare, The
N° 13
Dobles, Fabián
In The Kite, Dobles sharpens the critique of Costa Rican
people; it is a critique that characterized most of his works. In
the comedy The Nightmare, he has recourse to another of his
personal traits: the irony, which he applies skillfully from the
social spaces to the intimacy of the family.

ISBN: 9789968483605
Año: 2017

89

Castle of cards, A

Pacheco, Francisco Antonio
The politician Francisco Antonio Pacheco debuts as narrator
with this ambitious novel that penetrates into the world of bets,
nightlife and organized crime. He depicts a multiple portrait
of loves, women and youth impulse.

ISBN: 9789968483124
Año: 2016

Costa Rica, Poem to Poem. A Tour to
the Secret Soul of the Homeland
Julieta Dobles

A book to discover Costa Rica poetically. Julieta Dobles
achieves this goal with devotion and harmonious dedication.
It is a long and joyful journey. With mastery, love and infinite
tenderness, Dobles is structuring deliciously her devoted
song to the homeland.

ISBN: 9789968482332
Año: 2017

90

Enzo and the Golden Eagle:
Province of Cartago
Araya Hsn, Patricia

Cartago is danger, secrets, enchantments. Enzo is facing
mysterious creatures that pretend to be good. The reading
invites you to enjoy the Orosi Valley, the Rio Macho Reserve,
the Cachi Dam, Ujarras and many other natural resources.

ISBN: 9789968482615
Año: 2017

Enzo and the Golden Eagle:
Province of Heredia
Araya Hsn, Patricia

Heredia is a labyrinth. Readers will travel these alleys and
discover fearsome crossroads; at the same time, they will
find a terrible truth: the two-edged sword, and more than a
thousand languages. This is a wonderful story, full of values
and adventures.

ISBN: 9789968482608
Año: 2017

91

Enzo and the Golden Eagle:
Province of Limón
Araya Hsn, Patricia

In this exciting chapter in the magical province of Limón, Enzo
meets a millennial dwarf, the great magician of the story; the
dwarf tells him that he wants to rescue him from the worst evil
of mankind: ignorance.

ISBN: 9789968482592
Año: 2017

Enzo and the Golden Eagle:
Province of San José
Araya Hsn, Patricia

San Jose is an amazing adventure. A frosted bird takes
advantage of Enzo and invites him to a walk that ends in
kidnapping. Quickly, the birds of the National Park, in San
José’s downtown, organise themselves to look for him in any
corner of the national territory.

ISBN: 9789968482585
Año: 2017

92

Singer Cricket, The
Soto Soto, Suzanne

This poetic work, contextualized in a child universe, brings
together very different characters that, in their day-to-day
experiences tinged with tender and wonderful elements, tell
stories with values that are going to be discovered in a fun
and enjoyable reading.
ISBN: 9789968483162
Año: 2017

Game of the Goblin, The
Anabelle Madden

This book –beautifully illustrated by the artist Corina
Alvarez Loeblic– tells stories about goblins, those folk and
mythological creatures; joking creatures whose essence is
the earth, and who are already part of our cultural heritage.

ISBN: 9789968482554
Año: 2017

93

Mountain of Sawdust, A
Rovinski, Yanina

Sarita Rovinsky’s story, a Costa Rican woman who was
imprisoned in the Warsaw ghetto, from where she fled
dramatically and remained a fugitive, hiding from and fearing
the arrival of the Nazi police.

ISBN: 9789968483650
Año: 2017

Birth of the City of Puntarenas: Its
Traditions and Historical Chronicles, The
Zeledón cartín, Elías

Instructional and entertaining writings on Puntarenas, the
city and the province. A work that shines through the sense
of identity of puntarenenses (Puntarenas population), while
they contribute to keep the locality up-to-date, renewed and
enriched.
ISBN: 9789968483322
Año: 2017
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Nothing of Everything
Carlos Francisco Monge

These poems are a challenge to the rhetoric and solemnity.
They infringe themes and icons of the culture. There are irony,
enigmatic smiles, and shamelessness. They rise up against
the conventional and sublime things. It reclaims the role of
the poetic word.

ISBN: 9789968483513
Año: 2017

Nico and the Clan of Tuga Turtle
Macaya Chacón, Gloria

This work narrates the adventures of Nico and his clan of
friends; they try to find out who is the thief of turtle eggs in the
town, which is a town belonging to all people, any town of the
Pacific coast.

ISBN: 9789968483384
Año: 2017
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The Poems of the Splendor
Dobles, Julieta

Dobles writes in this collection of poems about human and
natural splendor that enriches us, because she believes in
humanity in spite of its many falls. A testament dedicated
to beauty and to the commitment of the poet with spiritual
values.

ISBN: 9789968482547
Año: 2016

If Pastures Talk
Víquez, Enio

The dramatic lives of a fugitive and a family over thirty years
of Costa Rican history of the last century. Their conflicts allow
us to have a look on the crisis in the banana plantations and
the development of the southern zone of Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968483315
Año: 2017
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Living to Play

María Pérez-Yglesias
Living to Play is the third book of Mapy, a playful, humorous
text, which combines Eddy Castro’s round songs, jokes,
riddles, and drawings with feelings and memory.

ISBN: 9789968482691
Año: 2016

A Zone in the Territory of the Dawn
Odio, Eunice

As a central figure of the Costa Rican poetry, Eunice Odio’s
importance has not stopped growing. Now, the EUNED,
retrieves the original version of this collection of poems, as
part of a recognition of the unique talent of its author.

ISBN: 9789968483476
Año: 2017
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Editorial Universidad Técnica Nacional

Contributions to a Society of
Knowledge and Innovation

Keilor Rojas

This book proposes the challenge of transforming Costa
Rica into a highly competitive and sophisticated society
of knowledge and innovation, with double the current per
capita income, a better distribution thereof and decent, wellpaying work opportunities. To achieve this goal, however,
it is paramount that such knowledge be integrated into the
country’s productive base, strengthening technological
ISBN: 9789968483476
development, encouraging business innovation, linking
Año: 2014
research centers and businesses and supporting an
entrepreneurial culture.
Furthermore, the author details the strategic nature of
increasing investments in research and development, with
the private sector playing a bigger role, and the need in this
country to strengthen the skills of human talent in science and
technology.

Notes for Holistic Education
Christopher Montero Corrales

Notes for a Holistic Education follows a narrative method
in the opuscule, and it does not incur in inquisitorial poses.
For this reason, the reader will not find there a desire to use
value judgments that generate vicious circles. Rather, the
author is interested in creating hermeneutical spirals; hence,
there are permanent links between ethics and aesthetics
throughout the text. Despite the academic diplomacy of
ISBN: 9789968629294 the writer, if it is clear that Holistic Education has influence
everywhere, it is noteworthy that, in this aspect, the work
Año: 2017
has a logical character, as long as it enjoys of epistemic and
methodological refulgence that gives it solvency in order not
to take refuge in fallacies. Likewise, it has a psychological
accent that makes it openly partisan of empathy and emotions
to maximize learning.
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Quality of Water in the Productive
Systems of Fish

Jorge Cuéllar Anjel

These manuals constitute an academic collection on a fairly
unexplored subject in the country and are aimed, for the first
time in such a specific manner, at a population made up of
students and teachers living in southern Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968483476
Año: 2016

Confessions, Poems, and Songs
Enrique Rosales

Enrique Rosales, an opinion article author, was published in
several national newspapers. His favorite pastimes included
drawing, poetry and cover music. He particularly enjoyed the
music of Facundo Cabral and Joan Manuel Serrat.
He was a regular reader of the works of Gabriel García
Márquez, who became his favorite writer. This work is a
compilation of the poetry of Enrique Rosales, who wrote of
love, friendship, women, nature, joy and sorrow in everyday
life, the homeland, God and his concern for environmental
ISBN: 9789968482691
degradation.
Rosales passed away in July 2008.

Año: 2014
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Constructing National Identity: Speeches
of Juan Rafael Mora Porras, Former
President of Costa Rica (1855-1857)

Verónica Baltodano et al.

ISBN: 9789968483476
Año: 2015

A collection of texts about Costa Rican culture: five
proclamations by former President Juan Rafael Mora Porras
made at crucial points in the consolidation of a free and
sovereign state. Each of the texts has been restored from
its original version and are discussed with intelligence and
painstaking care.
This book meets an urgent need in the country: to enrich the
education of Costa Rican citizens regarding the person and
work of the former president and national hero, Juan Rafael
Mora Porras. The careful editing of the five most emotional
speeches given by Juan Rafael Mora is a tribute from
young university students, represented by a group from the
National University, to the work, achievements and man who
consolidated the independence and sovereignty of Costa
Rica.

Running with Passion
Las memorias de Rafael Ángel Pérez Córdoba
Rafael Ángel Pérez Córdoba
This text was written for lovers of sports and, especially, of
long-distance racing. The topic will be of interest to coaches,
athletes, managers and the general public who are curious
about how a great champion from Latin America trained and
developed integrally during the 1970s.
ISBN: 9789968482547
Año: 2016

102

Exhausted Creatures

Cristopher Montero

Montero’s poetry is a reminder of the strong desire for rejection
and abjection of self. It speaks of essential resignation:
worshipping Satan, fleeing rational truth, misanthropy and
crime, all of which are metaphors for discontent, for the pain
of not being, for the apathy of being, for the strong desire
for revenge, for knowledge, for the desire for justice after
humiliation. Montero roars in his self-created solitude as a
hermit, as the old master architect who, having been driven
crazy by the world, erects his oppidum at the heart of a
deadly forest.
ISBN: 9789968483315
It is us, when our inner child screams out in agony, a cry that
Año: 2014
moves us with physical pain. It is inhabiting a body we do not
love, breathing air that repulses us, loving the shadows as if
they were lovers and lovers as shadows.

From Artisans to Proletarians: Carpenters
and Cabinet-Makers in Costa Rica 1840-1930
Francisco Rojas

This book intends to recreate the world of the carpenters
who transitioned from craftsmen to proletarians during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, by analyzing
the exploitive relationships that were a key aspect of the
asymmetrical capital-to-labor ratio of the time, a ratio that
even today is an undeniable reality in the globalized world.
The text has been divided into six chapters, each of which ISBN: 9789968482547
leads the reader down a path hand-in-hand with the workers
Año: 2015
who found themselves immersed not only in exploitative
relationships and conflict, but also in partnerships with their
coworkers.
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Juan Rafael Mora and Natural
sciences in Costa Rica
Luko Hilje

Luko Hilje is a scholar of the contributions of naturalists who
have explored Costa Rica as well as of the National Campaign
against the filibusters. He has authored four books intended to
rescue the legacy of conservationists: Los viejos y los árboles
[Old Men and Trees] (2002); Karl Hoffmann: naturalista,
médico y héroe nacional [Karl Hoffmann: Naturalist, physician
ISBN: 9789968482691 and national hero] (2006); Karl Hoffmann: Cirujano Mayor del
Año: 2015
Ejército Expedicionario [Karl Hoffman: Surgeon Major of the
Expeditionary Army] (2007); and Trópico agreste: la huella
de los naturalistas alemanes en la Costa Rica del siglo XIX
[Wild Tropics: Footprints of German naturalists in Costa Rica
in the 19th century] (2013). He is also the author of De cuando
la patria ardió [When the Homeland Burned] (2007), a book
about the National Campaign.
In this particular book and in commemoration of the bicentenary
of the birth of Don Juan Rafael Mora Porras (1814-1860), Hilje
describes a little-known facet of our hero and national liberator.

Essays: University Policies and
Reforms in Latin America
Claudio Rama Vitale

Higher education today faces great challenges in order to
adapt to the conditions of a different reality, both externally
and internally. At the external level, we can point to a
number of important transformations that affect society’s new
demands to higher education, as a result of new information
technologies, economic globalization and the new role of
knowledge in productive processes and flexibilization of
ISBN: 9789968629317 labor markets.
Año: 2017
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This essay integrates a series of articles, written since the last
decade that analyzes from different approaches the types of
reforms developed and the policies structuring them.

Essays: Present and Future of the
Latin American University

Claudio Rama Vitale

The university undergoes multiple and diverse changes,
as part of transforming societies, spaces and economies
in process of globalization in a post-modern, informational,
liquid complex and systemic society caught up in a frantic
expansion of knowledge. In this scenario of mutations, the
university stands out in multiple areas, becoming a complex
area, difficult to understand and manage. It is like a moving
forest in which dozens of trees, shrubs and other plants ISBN: 9789968629324
Año: 2017
have their own life. Universities have been considered to be
complex moving organisms that are weakly assembled. In
this book we try to see where the universities are heading
to as if they were ships in the middle of fog, but trying to
understand the dynamics of some of their multiple cabins.
We try to see the present times that are being formed and
formulate hypotheses of times of the future.

Distance Education and Virtual
Education in Costa Rica.
The Challenge of Incorporating
Technologies in University Education
Compiladores: Claudio Rama Vitale
y Nury Bonilla Ugalde
Since its creation in 2008, the Universidad Técnica Nacional
(National Technical University, NTU) has raised the banner
of quality, creativity and innovation as pillars of its academic
practice. Assuming this perspective, it has promoted, as ISBN: 9789968629355
one of the fundamental axes of its pedagogical action, the
Año: 2017
incorporation of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) in the processes of pedagogical mediation, fostering
them as the main tool for the training of professionals with
technological skills and able to integrate into the collaborative
and cooperative work demanded by the circumstances of
today’s world.
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The Virtualization Reform at the University:
The Slow Birth of Digital Education

Claudio Rama

In this work, the author outlines the close relationship that
exists between new forms of production and operation
and microelectronics and computer programming, and
their impact on the digitization of education, which has not
only transformed the old relationship between living work
(classroom teachers) and dead work (new digital learning
resources), but also encourages the development of
ISBN: 9789968483315 computer-based pedagogy, new paradigms of evaluation
and an automated, global education.
Año: 2015
In this study, Rama, a leading specialist in Latin American
universities, describes how the virtualization of academic
management and teaching/learning processes constitutes
the backbone of new university reform in Latin America by
encouraging increased coverage, quality and relevance.

The New University Models
in Latin America
Claudio Rama

The global economy continues to produce and consume
goods with a seemingly infinite frame of reference, on a planet
with only finite resources already on the brink of depletion.
It is clear, however, that in all of these changes, in all of these
dizzying historical processes, knowledge has always played
a key role and, in that context, it should be understood that
ISBN: 9789968482547 the impact of these changes on universities and systems
of higher education is devastating and unmeasurable. This
Año: 2013
book performs a thorough, objective analysis of our historical
context as the framework under which to understand the new
responsibilities and the new mission of the University.
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Artificial´s manual Insemination in Bovines
Josué Rivera et al

It is estimated that in Costa Rica artificial insemination is
used in less than 10% of cows on cattle farms, in contrast
to developed countries where almost 100% of females are
fertilized by this method. In recent years, however, the country
has seen an increase in the demand for training in this field,
important evidence of the need to use this method more in
Costa Rican herds.
ISBN: 9789968483476
Año: 2015

Mata Hari. Judgment for a Dawn
Jorge Arroyo

Since the year 1917, the name Mata Hari has been synonymous
with traitor. Dozens of books and films have portrayed Hari as
an evil seductress; a despicable spy. However, in “Sentence
for Daybreak”, prize-winning Costa Rican playwright Jorge
ISBN: 9789968482691
Arroyo has assumed the task of rescuing the woman from
Año: 2015
disgrace, painting her as the scapegoat for unmentionable
machinations.
The author creates a masterful theatrical archetype; but,
above all, constructs a parable about the despicable
business of war, denouncing the level of wickedness to
which we can sink when we straddle the boundary between
ambition and hatred. Mata Hari: Sentence for Daybreak is an
essential piece that cautions against that which should never
be repeated.
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Mercy, a New Perspective: Community,
Territory, and Bioethics

José Matarrita
Luigi Schiavo
Tirsa Ventura

The common thread that will guide the understanding of
the proposed texts is “compassion”, from the Hebrew word
hesed (kind, loving, merciful) and its relationship with rahan
(beloved, merciful, kind, having compassion), as it refers
specifically to the mother’s womb. This encourages us to think
ISBN: 9789968482691
of God’s mercy as an action related to the feminine nature.
Año: 2016

Nutrition of Fresh Water Fish
Jorge Cuéllar Anjel

These manuals constitute an academic collection on a fairly
unexplored subject in the country and are aimed, for the first
time in such a specific manner, at a population made up of
students and teachers living in southern Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968482691
Año: 2016
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Words from Alajuela Young people
I UTN-CCPJ-Alajuela Literary Contest

What started out as the dream of a group of young people
to promote creative writing and reading among the youth of
Alajuela became a reality during Literature Week 2014, in the
form of recitals, conferences, theater, dance, poetry and the
Palabras Jóvenes Alajuelenses literature contest, all of which
gave birth to this anthology.
Literature brought together the young people of Alajuela,
the National Technical University’s school of Humanistic
Education and the Cantonal Youth Committee through a
dream worthy of being made a reality in Alajuela, known ISBN: 9789968482547
Año: 2015
today as a space in which to experience the many different
forms of the arts.

Iglesias Plaza: Remembrances of
an Alajuela Neighborhood
Ernesto Alfaro

The creative genius of Alfaro Cascante contributed to his
numerous locally-known musical compositions, poems,
stories and essays. Without a doubt, Cascante is one of the
most renowned poets and folklorists from the province of
Alajuela.

Cascante made his debut in the literary essay genre in 1995 ISBN: 9789968483315
Año: 2014
with “Plaza Iglesias: Memories of an Alajuela neighborhood,”
a new edition of which has been published today by the
National Technical University.
In recognition of his long career as a pioneer of popular art,
Cascante received the National Traditional Popular Culture
Award from the Ministry of Culture in 2002.
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Principles of Fish Farming

Jorge Cuéllar Anjel

These manuals constitute an academic collection on a fairly
unexplored subject in the country and are aimed, for the first
time in such a specific manner, at a population made up of
students and teachers living in southern Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968483315
Año: 2016

Fish Production and Sustainability
Jorge Cuéllar Anjel

These manuals constitute an academic collection on a fairly
unexplored subject in the country and are aimed, for the first
time in such a specific manner, at a population made up of
students and teachers living in southern Costa Rica.

ISBN: 9789968482547
Año: 2016
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Mixed Feelings
Mario Lizano

This text takes a close look at the different feelings that
are inherent in human beings at the emotional extremes.
Throughout the book, the reader will see himself reflected on
the path travelled by Lizano, along which he explores love
as a pure emotion, its passions, the secrets of the heart,
the driving force in life, the dislike that makes us human,
spitefulness as a source of insanity and the melancholy that
transports us to our fondest memories of the past.
ISBN: 9789968483315
Año: 2016

Edgar Zúñiga Jiménez’s Career,
Thought, and Work
Edgar Zúñiga Jiménez et al.

With multiple awards and recognitions, Edgar Zúñiga is one
of the most noteworthy representatives of Costa Rican art.
He has been on the judging panel of several international
art competitions and biennials and documentaries and
publications have been produced about his visual art, which
is characterized by a proposal in which personal exploration,
reflection, values and the processes of humanistic thought
ISBN: 9789968483476
are the pillars of his widely-recognized and identified work.
Año: 2016
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A Hero from the 19th Century in the 21st
Century: Juan Rafael Mora Porras, the Man

Fernando Villalobos

In this book, the author, working off of sound supporting
documentation, portrays an image of the man Juan Rafael
Mora Porras. It is a portrait not only of the statesman, not only
of the politician, not only of the president who was personally
committed to defending the country, not only of the hero, but
of the man himself.
ISBN: 9789968482547
Año: 2015
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It is an image of a man who struggles, suffers, works; of a
businessman who takes care of his siblings after the death of
their father; of a man who, with extraordinary vigor and tireless
dedication, undertakes to defend and expand the family
business; a man of flesh and blood who walks the streets
of San Jose, launching new business ventures, establishing
companies, working, negotiating, selling and buying and
persevering in his daily work, in the daily struggle, in the
grueling task of living each day with a business, a family, a
calling…
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